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Critically acclaimed author Barry Lyga's middle-grade debut ARCHVILLAIN now in paperback!

Kyle Camden knows exactly where he was the night Mighty Mike arrived: sneaking around the fallow field
behind Bouring Middle School, preparing one of his most ingenious pranks yet.

Which is why he couldn't tell anyone where he was. Or what he saw.

Those lights everyone saw in the sky weren't tiny meteors burning up in the atmosphere. They were some
kind of strange, supercooled plasma that bathed the entire field -- including Kyle -- in alien energies.

Unfortunately, the energies also brought Mighty Mike to Earth. Kyle is the only one who knows that Mighty
Mike is an alien. Everyone else thinks that Mike is just some kid who stumbled into the field, got beefed up
on meteor juice, lost his memory, and decided to start rescuing kittens from trees. But Kyle knows the truth.
And he'll do anything in his power to stop Mighty Mike, even if it means being an Archvillain!
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From reader reviews:

John Honeycutt:

Inside other case, little people like to read book Archvillain #1. You can choose the best book if you love
reading a book. So long as we know about how is important the book Archvillain #1. You can add know-
how and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can
learn everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple point
until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or even searching by internet
system. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's learn.

Beverly Brown:

Why? Because this Archvillain #1 is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to snap
this but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic author
who write the book in such remarkable way makes the content interior easier to understand, entertaining
method but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating having this
any longer or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of advantages than the other book
have got such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to hesitate
having that book? If I were being you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Sam Current:

The book untitled Archvillain #1 contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains her idea with easy
method. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read it. The
book was compiled by famous author. The author will bring you in the new period of literary works. It is
easy to read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or program, so you can read the book
within anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open their official
web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice learn.

Michael Watkins:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from the
book. Book is published or printed or created from each source that filled update of news. In this particular
modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social such as
newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just looking for the
Archvillain #1 when you needed it?
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